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Thank you for joining us to celebrate the awards and achievements of the School of Media & Strategic Communications.
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PRSSA BATEMAN COMPETITION TEAM

Ashleigh Rauner
Lorraine Chen
Jay Elliby
Lauren Schatz
Abigail Ingram

ADVISORS
Dr. Skye Cooley & Dr. Danny Shipka

EVENT PLANNING & COMMUNICATIONS TEAM

Haley Bondank
Ashley Brickman
Bailey Bryan
Chloe Coffey
Lucky Coffey
Scout Deere
Bailey Gilbert
Mary Grado
MJ Greiner
Sydney Henricks

Kaylee Howell
Baylee Huff
Jordan Matthews
Julie McElroy
Chaz Robinson
Courtney Parchman
Allison Smola
JJ Stribling
Katelyn Wade
Tatum Wallace

INSTRUCTOR
Dr. Bobbi Kay Lewis
2018-2019 SCHOLARSHIPS

JAMES ELDON CATES ENDOWED SCHOLARSHIP FUND
Brady Moore - $2000
Jerimy Sherin - $1000
Kathryn Torline - $600
Sydney Choi - $500
Matthew McClain - $500

PAUL MILLER MEMORIAL SCHOLARSHIP
Addison Skaggs - $2020
Matthew Villareal - $1010

LOVE FAMILY PRINT JOURNALISM ENDOWED SCHOLARSHIP
Malley Jones - $2000
Braylee McCoy - $1500
Miranda Stiles - $1000
Tristan Winkelman - $1000
Austin Poll - $930
Korbin Bauer - $500

PHILLIPS MEMORIAL SCHOLARSHIP
Corey Heim - $320
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STUDENT MEDIA MVPS

O’Colly Editor - Cameron Jourdan
O’Colly Staffer - Taelor Connell
O’Colly Advertising - Annie Schultheis
Orange House - Lucky Coffey
KXZY - Chris Notch
The O’Cast - Calvin Alexander
Bullet Broadcast - Salem Anthony
ModMuze Magazine
Maddy Jones & Lauren Atherton

SMSC AMBASSADORS

Mark Slette
Tatum Wallace
Emma Stamps
Payton Weidman
Mckenzie Bush
Addison Skaggs
Chrishayla Smith
Victoria Ribeiro
Matt Villareal

Ambassador MVPs
Mark Slette & Emma Stamps
2018-2019 SCHOLARSHIPS

THE BILL AND NITA CONNORS SCHOLARSHIP IN SPORTS JOURNALISM
Hayden Bonine – $2560

BILL AND BETH PATTERSON SCHOLARSHIP
Scout Cooper – $3450

ROBERT ELSTON MEMORIAL SCHOLARSHIP ITLE
Brady Moore – $2000

DAN OZLY MEMORIAL SCHOLARSHIP ITLE
Addison Skaggs – $1000

CANDIS JONES OSBORN MEMORIAL SCHOLARSHIP ITLE
Ethan Sample - $2340
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OKLAHOMA COLLEGIATE MEDIA ASSOCIATION

Overall Newspaper
Second Place — O’Colly

Online Newspaper
Second Place — O’Colly

Sports Reporting
First Place — Dekota Gregory

Sports Reporting
Second Place — Nate Hiatt

Sports Reporting
Third Place — Cameron Jourdan

Reviews
Second Place — Hannah Edmondson

General News Writing & Reporting
First Place — Dekota Gregory

Feature Writing
First Place — Nuria Martinez-Keel
OKLAHOMA BROADCAST EDUCATION ASSOCIATION AWARDS

The 6 first-place awards attained by OSU students were the most of any college or university in this year’s competition!

RADIO SPORTS MAGAZINE/TALK PROGRAM
First Place — Chas Carroll

RADIO SPORTS PLAY-BY-PLAY
First Place — Thomas Fleming

TELEVISION DOCUMENTARY/SERIES
First Place — Levi Bernhardt & Brandon Havens

TELEVISION FEATURED NEWS STORY
First Place — Addison Skaggs & Doug Thompson

TELEVISION SPORTS MAGAZINE/TALK PROGRAM
First Place — Tyler Seggerman & Lucas Messina

TELEVISION SPORTS STORY
First Place — Anna Layton

TELEVISION DIRECTING
Second Place — Cameron Moist

KAPPA TAU ALPHA NATIONAL HONOR SOCIETY
McKinzie Michelle McElroy
Allison Smola
Connor Harbit

TOP UNDERGRADUATE
Anne M. Schultheis
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BROADCAST EDUCATION ASSOCIATION FESTIVAL OF MEDIA ARTS NATIONAL COMPETITION

STUDENT TV SPORTS NEWS PROGRAM
First Place — 4/18/17 Poke Report
Matt McGann, Max Gross, Lucas Messina & Tyler Seggerman
Third Place — 10/27/17 Poke Report
Jake Mankin, Addison Skaggs, Anna Layton & Emma Stamps

STUDENT TV SPORTS STORY
Second Place — Mother and Athlete
Addison Skaggs

STUDENT DOCUMENTARY
Award of Excellence—The Original 12
Josh Wagner, James LeBlanc, Jacobi Campbell & Jacob Hudson

SMSC TOP SENIORS

SMSC Overall Top Senior Award
Kelsy Schlotthauer
Multimedia Journalism News
Kelsy Schlotthauer
Multimedia Journalism Production
McKinzie McElroy
Sports Media Journalism
Jordan King
Sports Media Digital Production
Brian Shrull
Sports Media Sports Information/PR
Mackenzie Cooper
Strategic Communication
Ashleigh Rauner

OSU Alumni Association Senior of Significance

Strategic Communication
Ashleigh Rauner
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Oklahoma Collegiate Media Association

General News Writing & Reporting
Second Place — Stetson Payne

Feature Writing
Honorable Mention — Hannah Edmondson

Enterprise/Investigative Reporting
Third Place — Kaelynn Knoerschild

OCMA Appreciation Award
Dr. Joey Senat
In recognition of years of service
2010 – 2018

Alpha Delta Sigma Honor Society

Nicole Baumann
Kelsey Brown
Bailey Bryan
Chloe Coffey
Lucky Coffey
Gabe Gudgel
Jaelyn Krafsky
Zach Johnston
Taylor Smith
Sydney Turner
Katherine Valentine

2018-2019 Scholarships

Bob & Priscilla Rives Daily O’Collegian Endowed Scholarship
Joseph D. Fazio - $1890

Bill Tegins Scholarship Endowment
Tanner Kennon - $3420

OSU Advertising Club Endowed Scholarship Fund
Tatum Wallace - $1630

Michael R. Dixon Memorial Scholarship
Keely Smith - $2190

Stone Memorial Scholarship
Taylor Armstrong - $660

Chester Gould Creativity Award
Isaac Dennis - $540

Eric Bost Memorial Scholarship Fund
Taelor Connell - $1330
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NATIONAL STUDENT ADVERTISING
COMPETITION DISTRICT TEN
SECOND PLACE TEAM

Chloe Coffey, Account Executive
Nicole Baumann
Paige Bohlen
Kelsey Brown
Colby Cantu
Lauren Chamberlain
Lucky Coffey
Adrianna Cunningham
Gabe Gudgel
Zach Johnston
Harley Rhodes
Taylor Smith
Emma Soto
Chrishayla Smith
Christopher Sunday
TJ St. John
Sydney Turner
Katerine Valentine
Tatum Wallace

ADVISORS
Nicole Morgan
Aysa Cooley
Jami Fullerton

BEST PRESENTER: Nicole Baumann

AAF DISTRICT 10
EDUCATOR OF THE YEAR
Dr. Jami Fullerton

2018-2019 SCHOLARSHIPS

OPA-OSU ENDOWMENT FUND
Hallie Hart - $5000
Zach Hake - $5000
Wade Haugen - $5000
Gabe Gudgel - $5000
Devin Lawrence Wilber - $5000

JOE J. SYNAR SCHOLARSHIP
ENDOWMENT FUND
Kennedy Burch - $2000
Justine Gramling - $2000
Taylor Shetina - $2000
Jennifer Berry - $1000
Anna Layton - $1000
Antonia Trainor - $1000
Sarah Stewart - $1000
Audrey Ruark - $1000
Chaz Robinson - $640
Gretchen Neftzger - $500
Arielle Farve - $500

ELMER L. WOODSON SCHOLARSHIP FUND
Halle Barham - $1700